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We Have Begun Our Descent

By Robert Antoniadis

An unprecedented and unpredictable two
thirds of the year behind us (thank goodness!)
heading into Fall & the final quarter of 2020,
a Presidential Election on November 3, Six Million
COVID-19 cases in the USA averaging still over Forty
Thousand new cases per day, record levels of unemployment approximating 25 Million, 3.6 Million
Homeowners in Forbearance, Third Quarter GDP
predicted to grow approximately +20% which would shatter
the previous annualized quarterly GDP growth record set back in
the first quarter of 1950 of +16.7% ; after contracting over -30% in
the Second Quarter, (another record albeit negative) a “Pandession”
(Recession due to a Pandemic), and Social Unrest, you might ask
yourself how all of this is this affecting Point Loma Real Estate?
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In Point Loma, on a Year Over Year basis (Jan 1 – Aug 30, 2020 vs
2019) we are still surprisingly ahead by +15% in the Number of
SOLD transactions over Last Year in Point Loma (132 vs 115).

The August 2020 Median $1,115,000 is down -9% from the
February 2020 Median which was the all-time high up until that
point at $1,230,000, right before COVID-19 hit.
The August 2020 Median $1,115,000 is down -12% off of last
months (July) record breaking $1,263,000 which represented
the apex of home values in Point Loma since the beginning of
mankind.
We have plateaued and have Begun A Soft Gradual Descent as we
move out of Spring /Summer into Fall / Winter.

The $30,000,000 Total Dollars transacted
in the Month of August 2020 increased +30% from the
$23,000,000 transacted in the Month of August 2019.

As of Aug 30, the 2020 YTD Median Sales Price is up +5% to
$1,200,000 from $1,140,000 August 2019 on a year Over Year basis. August 2020 Inventory of 31 units decreased -45% from
56 units the same time last year.
As of August 30, the 2020 Median Days on Market this year is
.
hovering at 12 Days, down -25% from 2019 which was 16 Days on Year To Date, the Number of Homes SOLD in 2020 is
Averaging 16 Homes per Month.
Market on a Year Over Year basis.
Pre Covid levels of Sales per Month were approximating 18-19
August 30, 2020 Inventory of Single Family Detached Homes For
units back in the first quarter of this year. August Sales of 22 units
Sale declined -45% to 31 units from 56 in 2019.
demonstrated a +214% increase in velocity from the depths of
On a Year To Date Basis, Selling On Average 16 Homes per month May of only (7) units just Three Months (90 days) ago!
this year compared to just under 14 Homes per month last year, the
The Expected Market Time, from the time you list your home
2020 Expected Market Time has declined -64% to 36 Days from
for sale, to the time an offer is accepted, (which is arrived at by
2019 Expected Market Time of 99 Days.
dividing Current Inventory of homes for sale (31) by Pending
The Median Home being a 3 Bedroom, 3 Bathroom Approximating Sales Velocity the last thirty days (26), approximates 36 Days. The
market continues to significantly favor Sellers.
2,100 Square Feet built in 1952.
As of August 30, the 2020 Total YTD Dollars Transacted
$197,000,000 (Jan 1 through to August 30, 2020) versus
$153,000,000 (Jan 1 through to August 30, 2019) represents a +29%
increase in Total Dollars transacted over Last Year on a Year over
Year basis.
The pie charts on the following page that break out Inventory &
Sales highlight the hottest segments of the market.
Interesting that Single Family Homes less than One Million Dollars
in Pt Loma account for 13% of the current Inventory yet are responsible for 30% of the Year To Date Sales.

featured home
615 San Gorgonio
p.10

The 2020 August Median Sales Price decreased -8% to
$1,115,000 from the August 2019 Median of $1,215,000 in 2019.

In the Month of August of this year, the Number of homes that
Sellers Received and Accepted an Offer that subsequently went
Off Market skyrocketed +53% to (26) (Pending Sales)
compared to (17) in August, 2019. The August 2020
results of 26 Pending Sales represents the highest level
of Sales Velocity the market has produced since the
arrival of COVID-19 in March. In fact, as the year
unfolds, August will be the strongest Sales Velocity
month (26) units for the entire year of 2020.

What to expect as we make our way to the end of 2020 as it relates
to Values and Activity of Point Loma Real Estate is this:
Today’s historically low interest rates
Inventory of homes over One Million Dollars and Less than Two
are significantly impacting affordabilMillion Dollars make up 54% of the current inventory and account
ity thereby fueling demand even as we
for 55% of the Year To Date Sales, essentially equilibrium between
move into a seasonally traditionally
Supply & Demand.
slower time of the year. Buyers today
Homes listed for more than Two Million Dollars but less than Three
because of current interest rates
Million Dollars account for 23% of current inventory but are respon- (3% vs 4.375%) have approximately $100,000 of additional
sible for just 10% of Year To Date Sales.
purchasing power for the same payment vis-a- vis
Finally homes listed for over Three Million Dollars account for 10% December of last year. Furthermore, the demographics
of Seventy-Two Million + Millennials (23 to
of current inventory and are responsible for just 5% of Year to Date
38 years old) are attaining the average
Sales.
age of a first-time home buyer (32 years
Analyzing just the Month Of August, (August 1 – August 30, 2020) old). This is, and will continue to add to
on a Year Over Year basis, the Number of Single Family Detached
the demand of first-time homes
Homes SOLD for the Month increased +38% to 22 compared to
Buyers regardless of the season, for
(August 1-August 30, 2019) which was 16.
yearsto come.
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Buyers waiting on the side lines for significant reduction in values will be disappointed. The reason being, in the depths of the Great Recession 2009, there was +400%
more, over 120 units of inventory / supply compared to the 30 units +/- that we have
today. In fact, the cost to Buyers of waiting on the sidelines and not taking action today will cost them one of two ways. Firstly, Price increases, the Median is up +5% in
Pt Loma this year. On a Median Sales Price of One Million Two Hundred Thousand
Dollars, that’s a cost of Sixty Thousand Dollars. Secondly, short of coming up with
additional earnest money to fill the void created by a 5% increase in prices, “Waiting
Buyers” will be required to carry a larger mortgage, for example, a $700,000 loan
originally will now necessitate a $735,000 loan. Additionally, interest rates cannot
hover below 3% indefinitely. A 4% mortgage, still one percent below where they were
just recently in 2018, on a Seven Hundred Thirty-Five Thousand Dollar Loan, the
additional Annual Cost of inaction is over Six Thousand Dollars.

financial planning

The historical pattern of an economic downturn resulting in a spike in unemployment,
mortgage delinquencies, defaulted loans, forbearance & foreclosures will add Supply but
Not flood Supply. Over 90% of the 3,600,000 Homeowners in forbearance have over 10%
equity in their homes which means 360,000 Home Owners are at risk that are in forbearance, and 3,240,000 Home Owners in forbearance are not at risk.
If your life circumstance is such that you have made the difficult emotional decision to sell
your home in Point Loma know this; low levels of supply coupled with fierce demand due
to record low interest rates & the sheer desirability of Point Loma Real Estate greatly benefitted by the multiplier effect of the Navy, its effortless access to the Airport, Downtown,
Sailing, Surfing Major Freeways even as we begin a gradual descent will generate a sales
price for you today hovering still near the top of the market because we are still in a
Hot Seller’s Market where the Expected Market Time is less than 60 Days.
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The Point Loma Market at a Glance

Inventory VS. Sales
Inventory
As of 08/31/20

10% 13%
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+$3M

%

<$1M
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Year to Date
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10% +$3M
$2M - $3M

30%
<$1M

$2M - $3M

$1M - $2M

$1M - $2M

54%

55%
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Inventory

13%

Homes < $1M

30%

Homes < $1M
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55%
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23%
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September Birthdays
Happy Birthday!

Sharon Zell

09/20

Carol Dillon

Terence Jope

09/25

Richard Dishman

Linda Packer

09/26

Mitch Michelle

09/03

Vanda Cardosa

09/27

Tyson Dethloff

09/04

Don Spannings

09/29

Vince Kasperick

09/05

Karen Hutchens

09/08

Scott Shoemaker

09/09

John Dodge

09/11

Betty Hudson

09/15

Lucy Choglay

09/16

Dennis Conner

09/01

William Charley
09/18

Stevie Taylor
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Congratulations Judy B!

Historic Photo Credit: San Diego History Center.
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8 Month Year Over Year Review
01/01/2020 - 08/30/2020 over 01/01/2019 - 08/30/2019

+15% # Single Family Homes Sold

In the first 8 months of 2020: 132 total transactions from 115

$

55%

# Homes Sold Between $1M - $2M

+5%

$ Median Home Value

+29%

$ Total Market Volume

Accounts for 55% of the Activity

$1,200,000 from $1,140,000

$197,000,000 from $153,000,000

Year Over Year $ Sales & # Unit Distribution
year

#

$ low

$ median

$ high

# < $1M

# $1M - $2M

# $2M - $3M

# > $3M

Total$

2020

132

$551,000

$1,200,000

$11,275,000

39

73

13

7

$197M

2019

115

$675,000

$1,140,000

$4,460,000

37

66

8

4

$153M

+15%

-18%

+5%

+152%

+5%

+11%

+63%

+75%

+29%

92107

8 Month Year Over Year Review
01/01/2020 - 08/26/2020 over 01/01/2019 - 08/26/2019

+0% # Single Family Homes Sold

In the first 8 months of 2020: 89 total transactions from 89

62%

# Homes Sold Between $1M - $2M
Accounts for 62% of the Activity

+14%

$ Median Home Value

+9%

$ Total Market Volume

$

$1,200,000 from $1,050,000

$121,000,000 from $110,000,000

Year Over Year $ Sales & # Unit Distribution
year

#

$ low

$ median

$ high

# < $1M

# $1M - $2M

# $2M - $3M

2020

89

$625,000

$1,200,000

$3,575,000

26

55

5

3

$121M

2019

89

$499,000

$1,050,000

$4,232,000

37

44

7

1

$110M

+25%

+14%

-15%

-30%

+25%

-29%

+200%

+9%

Data: Sandicor MLS Jan 1, 2019 - Aug 26, 2020.

# > $3M

Total$

Robert’s 2020 Home Sales

• Year to date

North of

$55 Million
2020 Year to Date

#

address

rep

$ PER
SQ FT

days
on mkt

1

3815 3rd Ave

Buyer

$441

--

--

--

--

$350,000

2

4062 Valeta#338

Buyer

$470

--

--

--

--

$439,000

3

2930 Menlo

Buyer

$327

--

--

--

--

$495,000

4

3502 Wisteria

Seller

$507

12

$795,000

$810,000

102%

$810,000

5

4820 Santa Cruz #4

Seller

$622

13

$695,000

$830,000

119%

$830,000

6

3322 Zola

Seller

$783

6

$795,000

$850,000

107%

$850,000

7

5702 Del Cerro Blvd

Seller

$343

9

$850,000

$900,000

106%

$900,000

8

4217 Sunray Ln

Buyer

$314

9

2840 Maple St

Seller

$747

17

$995,000

$1,250,767

126%

$1,250,767

10

3025 Browning St

Seller

$479

11

$1,275,000

$1,275,000

100%

$1,275,000

11

1030 Leroy

Seller

$534

3

$1,295,000

$1,300,000

100%

$1,300,000

12

879 Agate Apt # 2

Dual

$633

0

$595,000

$655,000

110%

$1,310,000

13

3115 Edith Ln

Buyer

$485

14

3104 Lytton St

Seller

$296

13

$1,575,000

$1,550,000

98%

$1,550,000

15

2938 Lawrence St

Dual

$530

11

$850,000

$825,000

97%

$1,650,000

16

3135 Emerson

Dual

$769

7

$995,000

$910,000

91%

$1,820,000

17

4172 Hill St

Seller

$561

9

$1,795,000

$1,850,000

103%

$1,850,000

18

3427 Stern

Dual

$1033

0

$995,000

$1,000,000

101%

$2,000,000

19

1010 Evergreen

Seller

$710

14

$2,250,000 $2,250,000

100%

$2,250,000

20

952 Rosecrans

Dual

$400

6

$995,000

$1,150,000

116%

$2,300,000

21

751 Gage Dr

Dual

$727

0

$995,000

$1,200,000

121%

$2,400,000

22

1207 Trieste

Seller

$453

13

$2,500,000 $2,525,000

101%

$2,525,000

23

3623 Warner

Dual

$726

0

$1,495,000

119%

$3,560,000

24

1006 Evergreen

Dual

$647

46

$2,250,000 $2,050,000 91%

$4,100,000

25

1014 Evergreen

Dual

$710

61

$2,250,000 $2,250,000

100%

$4,500,000

26

3575 Via Flores

Dual

$614

52

$2,495,000 $2,415,610

97%

$4,83 1,220

27

541 Silvergate Ave

Dual

$970

15

$3,975,000 $3,920,000 99%

$7,840,000

$586

14

$1,557,619

$55,474,987

AVERAGES

* Above data from 01/01/2020

list
price

sales
price

LIST TO
SALES %

total
PROD’N

$1,154,000

$1,335,000

$1,780,000

$1,597,446

103%

Landscape Design Tips

for beginners
by Kelly Roberson

Focus on scale and pacing
It’s the trickiest principle in landscape
design, but scale and pacing give your yard a
pulled-together look. There will be variations
in size, shape and color, with tall plants
against a building or in the back of a flower
bed, and paths that lead people through the
space.
“You’ll want to repeat some elements,
whether it’s a certain plant, a common
color or even a shape, so there’s a sense of
cohesion,” Lipanovich says. “But you also
don’t want it to be monotonous, so try
adding an occasional element that’s different
from the landscape and will stand out.”

I

f you’ve never tackled landscape design
before, you might be overwhelmed by
all the choices. But the same principles
that guide room setup inside should guide
your designs outside, too. Here are seven
landscape design tips to get you started.
Determine landscape
needs and wants
Make a list of needs and wants. Do you
need a play space for kids? Do you want
to grow vegetables? Would your family
gather on a patio? Create some rough
sketches of the yard, noting where you
want to place things; it’s a great organizing
principle for landscape design. “These aren’t
master plans, just ideas,” says Marianne
Lipanovich, author of “Big Book of Garden
Designs.”
“The one I did for our front-yard
overhaul was literally a few lines and a
couple of circles,” she says, “but my husband
understood the plan, and we went ahead
with formal planning out on the site. You
can easily play around with ideas without a
lot of time and commitment.”

need solutions to temper the problem,”
From your master plan, start with a small
Lipanovich says.
flower bed. Go out and work on it for an
hour or two when you have the time, and
Sit down and enjoy
worry less about filing everything up right
your landscape
away. “Give yourself some time to see how
Live with it for a while. Coming to quick things develop. Plants grow and things fill in,
conclusions about your yard can lead to and people forget that. The point is to take
choices that don’t work in the long term. time and do it in pieces so you are happy
“In our yard, there are certain areas where with the final results,” Lipanovich says. “If
you want to go and sit that I wouldn’t you get into this thing and want to get it
have thought of when we first bought it,” done, you’ll take shortcuts and be too sloppy
Think about location
and tired to do it well.”
Study the sun and wind patterns. You Lipanovich says.
might want to place a patio on the west
Start small
Find a focal point
side of the house, but it will get lots of
Home and garden television shows
Any good garden design has a focal
afternoon sun, which means dinnertime in
August won’t be relaxing—just hot. And are masters at revealing complete outdoor point or series of focal points. That may be
wind whistling around a corner will quickly makeovers in just three days—but they have a sculpture or a stunning plant, a tree or a
extinguish a fire pit. Your design should take a crew of 60 to make that work. Part of series of shrubs. “The point is to draw your
into account what the sun and wind do at creating a landscape is slowly developing a eye and move it through the landscape,”
different times of the day and year. “You’ll plan and enjoying the process.
Lipanovich says.

Be open to change
Unless you’re strongly devoted to
something, be honest about what you like—
and what may fall out of favor. “I find myself
over the years discovering that I really liked
one thing and that it now no longer reflects
me, so I take it out,” Lipanovich says.
Patience is key in landscape design. If
all of that bare space is too much to look
at, and the kids and dogs are tracking in
mud, rely on temporary solutions—annuals,
fast-growing ground covers, even mulch—to
cover an area while you’re figuring out what
you want. “Large landscaping features like
trees can be hard to move; annuals can be
taken out, and small perennials and shrubs
can be transplanted if you realize they’re in the
wrong spot. But in the meantime, you have
something out there,” Lipanovich says. n
©2020 Meredith Corporation Distributed
by Tribune Content Agency, LLC.
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delicious dishes

LIFESTYLE

delicious dishes

Lifestyle

E

veryone is becoming more
health conscious today, and
that means people are paying
closer attention to what they are eating
throughout the day - from items that
are bought at the store to food that’s
made at home. The hard part for
consumers is interpreting food labels,
especially when it comes to ingredients
one might have concerns about, such
as the type of added sugar. With
so many varieties of sugar available,
it is important to understand the
differences between them, what they
are best used for and the role that they
play in the flavor of different foods.
WHY DO SOME
FOODS NEED SUGAR?
Beyond providing sweetness, the
molecular structure of sugar aids in
the baking process, and also creates
appealing color and texture. In fact,
sugar has a wide variety of applications
even beyond baked goods—from
savory dishes to cocktails and more.
Here’s what sugar, or sucrose, does for
many foods you make or buy:
Bread: Sugar creates crust browning
(caramelization), affects starch swelling
and “feeds” yeast fermentation. Sugar
also helps retain moisture, extending
bread’s shelf life.
Cereal bars: Sugar offers sweetness
and helps retain moisture. Consumers

HOW THE RIGHT KIND OF SUGAR
MAKES ALL THE DIFFERENCE

should seek products specifically
containing “Raw Cane Sugar” as
“Cane Sugar” is a blanket term for
many types of sugar, including white
refined sugar. Consumers seeking
minimally processed ingredients
should look for Raw Cane Sugar in
the ingredient statement.
Cookies: Especially with brown
sugars, caramelization influences the
color of cookies while enhancing
their flavor. Sugar also helps prevent
over-development of gluten to create
the right texture, and helps retain
moisture to create softness in some
cookies.
Fermented food and beverages:
Sugar plays a vital role in many
fermented foods and beverages such
as beer, wine, liquor, kefir, yogurt,
smoothies and ice cream.
When it comes to sugar, if you’re
looking for a more wholesome choice
with a range of flavors, you’re in
luck—there are many choices beyond
white refined sugar.
Raw Cane Sugar offers many
options for flavor variety, texture and
versatility. Using minimally processed
sugar provides an exciting range of
rich and complex tastes.

Look for these sugar options when strong or spicy flavors in a wide range
shopping or as an ingredient on labels of foods.
for foods you buy:
LIGHT BROWN SUGAR
While not as bold in terms of flavor
RAW CANE SUGAR
Minimally processed foods and as dark brown sugar, light brown sugar
ingredients are on trend in every is buttery and warm, with caramel
category and sugar is no different. notes. This moist sugar suits baked
Shoppers today prefer minimally goods like brownies and cookies, plus
processed and organic sweeteners savory dishes needing just a hint of
because they want ingredients with sweetness, including in Asian flavor
more flavor, texture, color and profiles.
mouthfeel. When buying products,
TURBINADO SUGAR
it’s important to look for “Raw Cane
You’ve probably seen this kind
Sugar” on the label, as Raw Cane
Sugar comes from the sugarcane plant, of sugar in packets at restaurants.
Also referred to as Demerara sugar,
and it is minimally processed.
Turbinado cane sugar adds crunch as
well as sparkle for cookies and other
BROWN SUGAR
Brown sugar comes directly from desserts. With its large grains and
sugarcane, the distinctive molasses amber color, Turbinado offers a bold
molasses taste but in a free-flowing
taste permeates the entire crystal.
form, unlike its stickier brown sugar
cousins.
DARK BROWN SUGAR
Different kinds of sugar can add
The deep molasses taste of dark
brown sugar is sought after for great flavor to many kinds of foods you
many spice-filled holiday treats like buy as well as make yourself. For recipes
gingerbread, as well as in savory sauces using some of these sugars mentioned,
and marinades for barbecued, grilled visit FloridaCrystals.com. n
or smoked meats. The bold flavor
of dark brown sugar complements
©2020 Brandpoint.

SWEET CHERRY TOMATOES
ACCENT CLASSIC FOCACCIA
DIRECTIONS | SERVES 12

WHOLE WHEAT FOCACCIA

To make the focaccia, start by preparing
the yeast sponge. In the bowl of a stand mixer
fitted with the whisk attachment, stir together
the yeast, water and honey until the yeast has
dissolved. Stir in the all-purpose and wholewheat flours just until a soft, loose dough
forms. Cover with a clean towel and set aside
at warm room temperature for 20 minutes.
To make the dough, add the flours, salt, and
olive oil to the yeast sponge. Fit the stand mixer
with the dough hook and attach the bowl with
the dough. Mix on the second-lowest speed
for 1 minute. Stop and scrape down the sides
of the bowl with a rubber spatula. Continue
mixing on medium speed until the dough
looks elastic, 8 to 10 minutes longer.
Remove the bowl from the mixer, cover
with a damp kitchen towel, and set aside to
rest for 10 minutes before proceeding with
the recipe.

WHOLE WHEAT FOCACCIA
WITH CHERRY TOMATOES

Line a 10-inch cake pan with a circle of
parchment paper. Spray the paper with nonstick
cooking spray. Remove the dough from the
bowl and press it into the prepared pan. Cover it
with a damp kitchen towel and let rest at room
temperature for 20 minutes.
With clean fingertips, press down firmly
all over the dough to create regularly spaced
dimples in which to place the tomato halves.
Place the tomato pieces in the dimples.
Preheat the oven to 375 F. Brush the
dough with the olive oil and sprinkle evenly
with the rosemary and the salt.
Bake for 10 minutes; then reduce the
temperature to 350 F. and continue baking
until the bread is deep golden brown, about
30 minutes longer. Serve the focaccia hot,
warm or at room temperature, cutting it into
12 wedges.

© 2020, Wolfgang Puck Worldwide, Inc. Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC.

WHOLE WHEAT FOCACCIA
YEAST SPONGE:
• 1 tablespoon active dry yeast
• 1 1/2 cups lukewarm water, about 80 F
• 1 tablespoon honey
• 1 cup all-purpose flour
• 1 cup whole wheat flour

8

DOUGH:
• 3/4 cup all-purpose flour
• 3/4 cup whole wheat flour
• 1 1/2 tablespoons kosher salt
• 5 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil

WHOLE WHEAT FOCACCIA W/CHERRY TOMATOES
• Whole wheat yeast dough
• Nonstick cooking spray
• 1 cup halved organic red or
yellow cherry tomatoes,
gently squeezed to remove seeds

• 2 teaspoons extra-virgin olive oil
• 1 tablespoon chopped
fresh rosemary leaves
• Pinch kosher salt

615 San Gorgonio • Point Loma
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Brand New Construction
Timeless Spanish Revival
Historical Classic
Estimated Completion 09/31/20

Bridge Loans & Private Money

Problem
Due to Covid-19, you have Short Term Liquidity Needs
however Banks have Tightened Lending Guidelines, you have
Poor Credit or have Income which Can’t be Documented.

Solution
Access your home equity for cash injection to your
business. Louie Loans offers 1st and 2nd mortgages
based on the

the

Solution

Result
You Receive Cash to Relieve Short Term
Liquidity Needs. Cash is King!

• Close in 15 Days or Less
• No Credit Score Requirement
• Residential & Commercial

Over $150,000,000 Funded

•

• Flexible Common Sense Underwriting
• No Prepayment Penalties
• Close when a Conventional Loan has been
Declined or is Taking Too Long

Outside the Box Solutions in 15 Days or Less!

TM

• private money loans
c

619.252.7588

e

Louis@LouieLoans.com

Louis Stathakis

w

LouieLoans.com

DRE #01840190 • NMLS ID #282315

Call Today 619.252.7588
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just
for fun l
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23
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28
29
31
32
33
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41
42
44
45
48

Talked into, with “on”
Calyx part
Typical artist’s apartment
Samoan capital
Amtrak option
Cabinet dept. formed
under Carter
Doughnut order
from a king?
Fifty percent up front?
Recorded
GPS info
Pisa possessive
Recording device
Musicians given to tippling?
Writer LeShan
Is next to
Sergeant Bilko, to friends
Tapestry thread
Saturn models
Set of data within an
atmospheric analysis?
Quarterback Tony
Swamplike
Protection against
Mr. Decay Germ, in old ads
Continued violently
MDX ÷ X
Occupants of a
well-insulated nest?

answers

50
52
53
54
55
57
60
61
62
63
64
65

22

One of the Coen brothers
“10538 Overture” gp.
Ocean bird
Gets rid of
M’s favorite agent
How perfume is sold ... and
this puzzle’s title
Commercial exchange fee
Ames native
Future ENT’s exam
“You’ve Got Mail” co-star
Grabs
Turtles, sometimes

25
26
27
30
34
35
36
37
38
39

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18

Biblical seductress
Offered a view
Shoeless Joe Jackson
portrayer in “Field of
Dreams”
Mother of Perseus
Marquis de __
Prefix with friendly
Product with a Simpsons set
Last Olds models
Andy Panda creator
Took charge
Two-run homer situation
Like “executrix,” e.g.
Old TV parts
Urban __

40
43
44
45
46
47
49
51
54
56
58
59

“Beauty is bought by
judgement of the __”:
Shakespeare
Fit and muscular
Certain footrest
Verve
Quilting party
Math branch concerned
with surfaces
Rain forest region
Beyond slender
Former PBS “Mystery!” host
Extractable natural resource
Louisiana genre featuring the
accordion
Grain-based treat
“Understood, Cap’n”
His stories inspired “Guys
and Dolls”
Luck
Pet that needs a sitter?
Many Alaska maps
“__ non sufficit”: the world
is not enough
Outdo
Beltway VIPs
Put on
BOAC competitor
Storied cauldron stirrer
© 2020 Distributed by Tribune
Content Agency, LLC.

P U Z Z L E
created by Crosswords Ltd.

Log on to win: 100DollarGuess.com
Historic Photo Credit:
San Diego History Center.

For $100:
Realtor call to actionesbox
Gu s the address
t
10.125” x 4.5”
of this OB beach fron
property from 1939.
Log on to enter the
$100 Cash Drawing!
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Robert’s Current Inventory

Call/Text For A Private Tour

for sale

for sale

$2,500,000

$1,795,000

874 Harbor View Pl

Available Soon

$2,000,000

702 Rosecrans

4 BR • 4 ba • 3,030 esf

3036 Nichols St

3 BR + 1 BR • 3 ba • 2,300 esf

3 br • 2 ba • 2,329 esf

for sale

Available Soon

for sale

$4,250,000

$1,750,000

$1,175,000

615 Willow St

615 San Gorgonio
5 br • 6 ba • 4,314 esf • Flat Level

3427 Sterne St

4 BR • 3.5 ba • 3,909 esf

Usable 11,439’ Lot w/ Casita • 2020 Remodel

2 br • 2 ba • 1,000 esf
Single Story Living (50’x100’) 5,000 Sq Ft Lot

for sale

for sale

for sale

$1,295,000

$895,000

$1,995,000

751 Gage

3 BR • 2 ba • 1,624 esf
10-4 • The Wooded Area
Corner
OpenLot

3238 Emerson

4230 Orchard Ave

Avail. 12/01

3455 Charles St

5,000 Sq Ft Level Usable
Fully Permitted Buildable Lot

4 BR • 3 ba • 2974 esf
The Wooded Area

for Rent

for
Rent
New Construction:
Main House plus Guest Quarters
POINT LOMA HEIGHTS

Above the 3 Car Garage. 2486 Sq Ft. plus a 450 Sq
Ft Covered Back Deck & Fire Pit. Master Suite w/
Double Vanity, Tub & Shower & Walk in Closet. No
HOA/ Mello Roos. Minutes to Downtown & Airport.
4 BEDROOM 3.5 BATH

(619) 852-8827
www.RobertRealtySD.com
DRE #01727428

$1,895,000

4230 Orchard
Main House Plus Guest Quarters
2,486 Sq Ft + 450 Sq Ft Deck
3 Car Gar • Alley Access

3111 Emerson

3109 Emerson
2 BR • 2 ba • Short Term Rental
$5000 Mth $250 Day

North of

$1/2 Billion
Since 07’

3 BR • 3 ba • Short Term
$7500 Mth $375 Day

Robert Antoniadis
Broker • DRE #01727428

(619) 852-8827
Robert@RobertRealtySD.com

RobertRealtySD.com

